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suggested that the relational self (Z=8.43, p<0.01) and the collective self (Z=8.65, p<0.01) have an indirect effect on ethical consumption, 
mediated by PCE. The independent self does not have such an indirect effect (Z=-0.58, p=0.56)1, because there is no relationship between 
independent selfconstrual and PCE (r=-0.02, p=0.56). 

Footnote 1
1The results of only one DV are reported on here, due to space restrictions. Results were consistent over all DV’s.

In follow-up research, which is ongoing and will be completed by the date of the conference, we are further testing the role of 
PCE and other constructs as mediators of the relationship between selfconstrual and ethical consumption experimentally. PCE refers to 
the fact that people believe, to a larger or smaller extent, that their actions can make a difference on the large scale. Previous research 
has demonstrated that PCE is the single largest predictor of socially responsible consumer behaviour (Roberts, 1996). We propose 
that selfconstrual is linked to PCE through projected expectations. Collectivists (as opposed to individualists), who think in terms of 
collective rationality, expect others to do so as well (Iedema & Poppe, 1995). As a result, collectivists assume that a larger proportion of 
the population pursues societal interests and therefore it is more likely that the individual (as part of an aggregate) can make a difference. 
We are testing this hypothesis against a number of alternatives (differences in levels of trust in others, care for others, and a different 
judgment of the relevance of socially responsible behavior). Additionally, we are testing whether a priming procedure can temporarily 
override trait selfconstrual and can successfully activate or emphasize one’s relational or collective self. Using behavioral measures, 
we subsequently test whether such manipulation is successful at influencing an individual’s level of socially responsible consumption. 
If this is the case, and if a subtle priming procedure is successful at manipulating PCE, this idea could be developed into an interesting 
social marketing tool.
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How Self-View Influences Consumers’ Propensity to Adopt New Products: Role of Product 
Newness and Risk-Relieving Information
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Prior research has shown that certain national cultural traits influence consumers’ propensity to adopt new products. The examination 
of the relationships between collectivism/individualism and innovation adoption across different nations consistently shows that collectivism 
is negatively associated with innovation adoption, whereas individualism is positively associated with it (Steenkamp, Hofstede, and Wedel 
1999; Tellis, Stremersch, and Yin 2003). However, how situationally activated cultural orientations may affect individuals’ innovation 
adoption within a nation has not been examined by previous studies. 
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According to Markus and Kitayama (1991), within a cultural environment, multiple cultural values coexist in an individual’s 
memory. A person in any cultural environment has both an individualist orientation (i.e., an independent self-view), perceiving the self 
as unique and different from others, and a collectivist orientation (i.e., an interdependent self-view), perceiving the self as part of a 
group and connected with others. In addition, a self-view can be made more salient by situational cues: consumers in a predominantly 
individualistic cultural environment can be temporarily primed with a collectivist orientation, or vice versa (Aaker and Lee 2001; 
Gardner, Gabriel, and Lee 1999). 

Following this dynamic view of culture, we posit that situationally activated self-views would influence an individual’s new product 
adoption decision. This proposition is grounded in the differences in regulatory focus between individuals with a situationally activated 
independent self-view (the ‘independents’) and those with a situationally activated interdependent self-view (the ‘interdependents’). The 
independents are promotion-oriented, focusing on seeking benefits and gains. In contrast, the interdependents are prevention-oriented, 
focusing on avoiding mistakes and losses. Prior research on innovation classified products along a spectrum of innovation newness, 
ranging from really new products (RNP), incrementally new product (INP), to existing products (EP) (Herzenstein, Posavac, and 
Brakus 2007; Hoeffler 2003). The different regulatory foci between the independents and the interdependents could result in differential 
responses toward RNP. As a one-of-its-kind product, RNP offers unique benefits, but is associated with high risk and uncertainty (Hoeffler 
2003). Because of their promotion focus, the independents would attend more to the unique benefits than the potential risks of RNP. 
Conversely, given their prevention focus, the interdependents would attend more to the potential risks than the benefits of RNP. Thus, the 
independents would be more likely to adopt RNP than the interdependents. However, the independents and the interdependents would 
not differ in their adoption propensity toward INP or EP, because the low to moderate benefits and risks associated with those products 
are not sufficient to induce differential responses between the two groups. 

H1: The independents exhibit higher adoption propensity than the interdependents toward RNP, whereas these two groups do not 
differ in the adoption propensity toward INP or EP. This is because: 

H2: The independents perceive higher benefits and lower risks than the interdependents when the product is a RNP, whereas they 
do not differ in perceived benefits/risks when the product is an INP/EP. 

It is further expected that the independents and the interdependents would react differently to risk-reduction information (e.g., 
product warranty) about RNP versus INP/EP. Because the interdependents are more inclined to avoid risks and uncertainty than the 
independents when the product is a RNP, risk-relieving information would be more effective in enhancing the adoption propensity of 
the interdependents than the independents when the product is a RNP. However, the two groups would not differ in response to risk-
relieving information about INP/EP, given the relatively low risk associated with those products. 

H3: The interdependents react more favourably toward the risk-relieving information than the independents when the product is 
a RNP, whereas the two groups do not differ in their reactions toward the risk-relieving information about an INP/EP. 

We tested hypotheses H1 through H3 using two experimental studies. In Experiment 1, we examined how situationally activated 
self-views influence adoption propensity toward products that vary in innovation newness (H1) and the psychological processes underlying 
such effects (H2). Ninety-eight undergraduate students were primed with either an independent or an interdependent self-view, using 
a sports-related scenario (Aaker and Lee 2001). Afterwards, each participant read the descriptions of three different cars (the order 
of presentation was counterbalanced), whose innovation newness was pretested to be high (RNP), moderate (INP), or low (EP). We 
measured participants’ perceived benefits, perceived risks, and adoption propensity toward each car. Consistent with H1, a repeated-
measure ANOVA indicated that the independents reported higher adoption propensity than the interdependents toward RNP. In contrast, 
the two groups did not differ in adoption propensity toward INP or EP. Further, repeated-measure ANOVAs of perceived benefits and 
risks indicated that when the product was a RNP, the independents reported higher perceived benefits but lower perceived risks than the 
interdependents. When the product was an INP or EP, however, perceived benefits/risks did not differ between the two groups. Thus, 
H2 was also supported. Moreover, a follow-up mediation analysis shows that the observed effect of self-view and innovation newness 
on adoption propensity was mediated by perceived benefits and risks. 

In Experiment 2, we examined how risk-reliving information (i.e., product warranty) influences the adoption propensity of the 
independents versus the interdependents toward RNP and INP/EP (H3). Eighty undergraduate students were primed with either an 
independent or an interdependent self-view through a life-event recounting task (Trafimow et al. 1991; Zhu and Myers-Lev 2009). 
Participants were then presented with a description of a TV, which was pretested to be either an EP or RNP. After reporting their baseline 
adoption propensity, the participants were informed that the manufacturer of the TV offers a 90-day money-back guarantee, compared 
with a 30-day limited guarantee commonly offered by TV manufacturers. After reading the product warranty, participants then indicated 
their adoption propensity again. The increment in adoption propensity, measured by the change score of adoption propensity from its 
baseline, was used as the dependent variable. A two-way ANOVA indicated that when the product was a RNP, the interdependents 
exhibited larger increment in adoption propensity than the independents. In contrast, when the product was an INP, the two groups did 
not differ in their increment of adoption propensity. These results supported H3. 

Overall, our findings suggest that situationally activated self-views influence consumers’ new product adoption decisions, and that 
such influences were contingent on the newness of the products. The effects of self-view and innovation newness on adoption decisions 
was mediated by perceived benefits and risks. Moreover, situationally activated self-views also influence consumers’ reactions toward 
risk-relieving information, and such reactions were again contingent on the newness of the products. 
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Defensive Reactions to Self Threat in Consumption: The Moderating Role of Affirmation
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Extended Abstract
Consumers often receive information posing threats to self in advertising and consumption contexts. For example, the exposure 

to idealized images in advertising media poses a threat to one’s own physical attractiveness (Richins 1991). In these cases, we could 
expect two competing outcomes of self threat. On the one hand, consumers who are made insecure about their positive self views could 
engage in a defensive reaction toward the threat (Baumeister, Dale, and Sommer 1998) and dismiss products and brands that claim to 
boost their self images in the threatened domain. We label it as a defensive consumption strategy. On the other hand, consumers could 
perceive the same products and brands to be an important means of self improvement (Eisenstadt, Leippe, and Rivers 2002), therefore, 
would be more likely to welcome and adopt these products and brands. We label it as a compliant consumption strategy. 

Surprisingly, scanty consumer research has been done to address the conditions in which a defensive (vs. compliant) consumption 
mode can be activated and how defensive or compliant reactions toward self threat would affect subsequent consumption behaviors. 
Recent consumer research on this topic demonstrated a compliant consumption mode resulting from self threat. That is, consumers 
who experience self threat would resort to products that can directly repair and bolster the threatened self domain (Gao, Wheeler, and 
Shiv 2009). What is missing from this stream of research is the lack of identification of those factors in consumer contexts activating a 
defensive consumption mode. 

Our research addresses this issue by first uncover consumer contexts where self threat can activate a defensive consumption mode. 
We then investigate that consumers who experience self threat would be more likely to reject products that offer low affirmation value or 
signal self deficiency (i.e., self improvement products) (Study 1). Furthermore, we address the relationship between the two competing 
coping mechanisms of self threat: compliance and defense. We argue that there are two key factors in modulating whether a defensive or 
a compliant strategy takes place: 1) opportunities for self affirmation (including general affirmation opportunities and affirmation value 
offered by products or brands) and 2) the mode of threat (blatant vs. subtle). Specifically, when there are external opportunities for self 
affirmation, consumers who experience self threat are less likely to engage in defensive consumption (Study 2). This effect is exacerbated 
when self threat is activated in blatant manner than in a subtle manner (Study 3). We test these propositions in three experiments.

Study 1 explored a consumer context where a defensive reaction to self threat leads to the dismissal of self improvement products. 
Specifically, we examined consumers’ evaluations of a body enhancement product after a prior exposure to idealized images in a 
preceding and seemingly unrelated advertisement evaluation task. We expected to find that subjects whose self views on physical 
appearance are threatened by the exposure to idealized images are more likely to show less favorable attitude toward the product. In 
addition, we considered the self domain importance as a moderator of the proposed relationship. That is, defensive consumption is only 
evident when the threatening source is in an important self domain. We used gender as a proxy of domain importance, since physical 
appearance has been identified to be important for females but not males. ANOVA results of a 2 (self threat: idealized image vs. no 
image) × 2 (gender) between-subjects experiment yielded a significant interaction (F(1,104)=4.89, p<.05). Planned contrast revealed 
that females who viewed idealized images (vs. no images) devaluated the product (M=2.99 vs. 4.04; F=8.26, p<.01), whereas no such 
effect emerged among males (F<1).

Study 2 addresses opportunities for self affirmation as the underlying mechanism of a defensive consumption mode. We argue 
that the reason for consumers to dismiss self improvement products when their self images were threatened is that these products focus 
on the domain where self image is threatened, therefore providing no opportunities for self affirmation. We test this proposition by 
adopting affirmation tasks from Sherman and Cohen (2006). We employed the same research context as in Study 1. We expected that 
for threatened consumers, when self can be affirmed immediately after the threat (i.e., receiving bogus positive feedback in intelligence 


